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Section 1: Introduction
Many of the extensive market reforms resulting from the 2010 Affordable Care Act (ACA) became effective beginning
in calendar year 2014. These reforms were designed to increase the number of individuals covered by health insurance,
create insurance coverage that was both comprehensive and affordable, and ensure minimum levels of coverage
(through mandated benefits) and easily comparable premiums (through the establishment of the “metal” structure).
This was intended to facilitate increased consumer understanding of the marketplace and to provide consumers with a
framework more tailored to comparing across plans. Three key elements were included in the ACA to achieve these
goals from the consumer’s perspective: (1) an individual mandate that introduced a financial penalty for failing to
purchase health insurance; (2) premium subsidies and reduced out-of-pocket costs for lower income families; and (3)
rating reforms to ensure that premiums were more consistent among individuals, including unisex rating, the
compression of the age curve for premium determination, and the elimination of both medical underwriting and
preexisting conditions restrictions.
As insurers are no longer permitted to medically underwrite (that is, to decline coverage or to differentiate rates based
on medical conditions) individuals seeking health insurance under the ACA, additional reforms were necessary from the
perspective of the insurer to mitigate the substantial uncertainty of these newly insured risks. New mechanisms to
properly price and manage the financial impact of policies issued were created and implemented as a result of the ACA.
The three most visible of these reforms are commonly referred to as the “3 R’s”: reinsurance, risk corridors and risk
adjustment. The purpose of this paper is to examine the fundamentals of risk scoring and its implementation in the
post-ACA commercial marketplace and other applications, including Medicare and Medicaid.
The risk adjustment program is the third component of the premium stabilization programs for the ACA and, unlike
reinsurance and risk corridors, is a permanent program. The goal of the risk adjustment program is to adjust payments
to insurers to reflect the actual risk profile of the individuals who enroll in their plans relative to other plans in the same
state and block. The risk adjustment program is divided into two stages. The first stage is the determination of a “risk
score” of each insured population. The second stage is the risk transfer formula that is used to balance the premiums
among the health plans to reflect differences in risk scores of the enrolled population by health plan.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a more detailed exploration of the first stage of the risk adjustment program,
the risk score model that we refer to as “risk scoring.” We discuss the history and considerations related to risk scoring
beyond its application in the ACA context. For readers interested in exploring the risk transfer formula in more detail,
see Pope et al. (2014) as one reference.
Although today’s actuaries may understand that the term “risk adjustment” relates to a system or program to transfer
payments among providers or insurers, the use of this term is not the same across all disciplines, nor over time. Iezonni
(2012) notes that historically clinicians used the terms “severity” and “risk” as synonyms. She observes that when the
DRGs were introduced in the 1980s that “risk adjustment” became intertwined with words such as “case mix,”
“severity,” “sickness,” “intensity,” “complexity,” “comorbidity” and “health status” by clinicians, policymakers, payers
and actuaries. Even the first Society of Actuaries sponsored monograph “A Comparative Analysis of Methods of Health
Risk Assessment” referred to “risk assessment” as the first stage of the process to estimate the risk, and referred to
“risk adjustment” in the second stage as the payment transfer mechanism (Dunn et al. 1996).
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In this paper, we focus on the “risk scoring,” which we define as the first stage of adjusting for the differing level of risk.
The combination of risk scoring plus the second stage process of any transfer of payments is referred to as “risk
adjustment.” In Section 2 we provide an overview of risk scoring, along with its history, and how risk scoring can result
in mitigating uncertainty. We indicate that risk adjustment under the ACA is not a new concept, but one that modifies
other risk adjustment programs that were or are in use. We also discuss other possible approaches to risk scoring and
examine why the current method was chosen. In Section 3 we explore other areas where risk scoring has been used,
such as in Medicare and Medicaid programs.

Section 2: Overview of Risk Scoring
Risk scoring, or adjusting for the severity or case mix of a population, has been studied for more than 40 years as a way
to provide meaningful results in studies involving health care data (Iezzoni 1997b). The end use of any risk scoring study
is to measure outcomes whether at the patient level, provider level, hospital level or population level in studies of
mortality rates, utilization or expenditures in total or for a particular disease, in creating provider report cards, or in
measuring various aspects of quality. As Iezzoni stated with regard to hospital inpatient death rates in 1997 (using the
term risk adjustment for our risk scoring):
The rationale for risk adjustment is to remove one source of variation, leaving residual differences
to reflect quality. The underlying assumption is that outcomes result from a complex mix of factors:
patient outcomes equal effectiveness of treatments plus patient risk factors that affect response to
treatment plus quality of care plus random chance. (Iezzoni 1997b)
The specific choice of patient risk factors included in a risk scoring model may result in unintended consequences. For
example, if certain characteristics, such as race or income, were included in the risk model, and if medical disparities
were present, then the outcome result would not reflect these disparities (Romano 2000). Also, a risk scoring model
designed for one outcome (like death) may not be a suitable risk scoring model for another outcome (like medical
expenditures) (Iezzoni 1997b). Without the use of risk scoring, insurers would have a strong incentive to avoid highcost members. However, these high-cost members may benefit from programs that health plans offer to improve their
health (Kronick et al. 1998).
Results from a risk scoring model rely on a set of key risk scoring principles (Iezzoni 2012). These include (1) the
purpose of conducting the study (such as studying death, utilization, costs, quality or efficiency), (2) population of
interest, (3) time frame of study, (4) data source, (5) variables/factors included, (6) model development approach
(whether statistical, clinical or both), (7) acceptable level of accuracy of results and (8) implementation approach. Each
of these key principles is discussed throughout this paper.

2.1 History of Risk Scoring
The origins of risk scoring can be traced back to the 19th century with Florence Nightingale (1820–1910) and William
Farr (1807–1883), a physician, who suggested that hospital mortality statistics of England’s hospitals may have been
misleading because differences across patients were not considered (Iezzoni 2012). The United States government, as
part of the 1972 Social Security amendments, established the Professional Standards Review Organizations (PSROs) to
monitor differences among medical providers. Through this legislation, the federal government established utilization
review, statistical profiles and medical audits to maintain a balance between appropriate, effective and quality medical
care (Donabedian et al. 1982).
Early risk scoring mechanisms were created to respond to specific requests, such as the Computerized Severity Index
(CSI), MedisGroups or DiseaseStaging (Iezzoni 1997b). Tables 1.3–1.8 of Iezzoni (1997a) provide a summary of some
risk scoring models and list the definition of severity, the pertinent patient population, the role of diagnosis, the role of
major surgery, data requirements, how the measure was developed (whether clinical, empirical or both), timing of
measurement and classification approach.
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Many of the early risk scoring tools were created to compare hospital inpatient mortality rates. Prior to the existence of
these risk scoring tools, the evaluation of differences across hospitals included the use of implicit, or unwritten,
protocols depending solely on a reviewer’s professional training, experience and judgment. Early research on the use of
these implicit protocols showed them to be unreliable (Zimmer 1974; Rosenberg 1975). The advantages of explicit over
implicit protocols are that they are “objective, verifiable, uniform across different hospitals, physician specialties, and
types of patients” (Payne 1987). The use of these explicit protocols led to the development of more empirical or
statistically based protocols.
Statistically based methods are based on the use of meaningful classification of diseases, with groupings differing
depending on the purpose of the study. As discussed in Feinstein (1967) the underlying assumptions of a disease
classification system include the following:
i.

The medical care process is a reproducible, science-based act, related to the etiology or manifestation of the
symptom. While the process is subject to large individual patient and physician variations, it is possible to
construct protocols reflecting consensus of the appropriate behavior of the physician. This is the foundation
of ‘scientific medicine’.

ii.

Diseases can be classified into reliable, nominal groups, that is, a patient exhibiting certain characteristics
would be consistently placed into the same disease group by different coders.

iii.

The elements of the nominal scale can be aggregated efficiently for various purposes, and the taxonomy will
prove useful for those purposes.

The underlying disease classification system that is the foundation of US risk scoring models is an extension of the
World Health Organization’s (WHO) International Classification of Disease (ICD). Internationally, the first version of the
ICD system was in 1900; previous approaches to classification have existed since 1785 (WHO 1975). The ICD
classification system had its origins for the development of mortality statistics and not for use in morbidity classification
systems. The ninth version of the ICD was a major revision to consider the classification of disease for both mortality
and morbidity considerations: “The ICD-9 is designed for the classification of morbidity and mortality information for
statistical purposes, and for the indexing of hospital records by disease and operations, for data storage and retrieval”
(NCHS 1979).
The US National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), the primary health statistical arm of the US Department of Health
and Human Services, is responsible for supporting the ICD. The clinical modification of the ninth revision of the ICD
(ICD-9-CM) “serves as a useful tool in the area of classification of morbidity data for indexing of medical records,
medical care review, and ambulatory and other medical care programs, as well as for basic health statistics. To describe
the clinical picture of the patient, the codes must be more precise than those needed only for statistical groupings and
trend analysis” (NCHS 1979).
The ICD-9-CM disease classification system formed the basis of the risk scoring models used in programs throughout
the United States. After years of preparations and delays, the successor to ICD-9-CM, ICD-10-CM, was implemented in
the United States on October 1, 2015. ICD-10, under development since the early 1980s, represents a significant
expansion in the level of detail that is available in diagnostic coding. One example of this increased specificity is in
codes for pressure ulcers. Under ICD-9, there are nine codes indicating pressure ulcers that describe the broad location
of the ulcer. The ICD-10 code set includes 150 different pressure ulcer codes, with more specific locations and the
depth, or severity, of the ulcer. As coding practices eventually fully utilize this more specific code set, future
generations of risk scoring models may be capable of more precise estimation of risk of individuals. In the short term,
most risk scoring models will map ICD-10 to ICD-9 codes, and thus it is not likely that there will be an immediate
increase in explanatory power.
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2.2 Technical Concepts Related to Risk Scoring Models
In this section, the basics of a risk scoring model are discussed. We assume that the purpose of the study and the
population of interest, as listed in the risk principles above, are defined. Here we lay out the general statistical
framework (linear regression), consider the timing of the prediction, consider whether it is in the same year
(concurrent) or whether the predicted risk score is in the next year (prospective), discuss in greater detail the choice of
the explanatory variables included, and explain how to use the risk scoring model for other populations than what is
originally designed (called “recalibration”). Some technical areas of how to handle individuals with incomplete data and
the limitations of the risk scoring model conclude this section.

2.2.1 Introduction
Fundamentally, risk scoring is the process by which information about an individual is used to predict, or explain,
uncertain events. These events may include mortality rates, utilization of health care services, health care efficiency or
health care costs. The application of risk scoring to predicting and explaining health care expenditures is the primary
emphasis of this paper.
Risk scoring models make use of a mathematical function to link individual attributes, such as demographics and
diagnoses, and produce an estimate of annual health care expenditures. The type of expenditure represents either the
total amount incurred by an individual regardless who is financially responsible to pay for the care (the allowed cost) or
the amount that is the responsibility of the plan or payer (the paid cost).
For use in actuarial risk models, the expenditure variable is transformed to a risk score by rescaling the expenditure to a
mean of 1.0. Let the pair of (𝑧𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) be the expenditure and risk score for the 𝑖th individual respectively. As shown in
Equation 1 the rescaled cost for individual 𝑖 is found by dividing the expenditure of individual 𝑖 by some mean cost. The
mean cost could be calculated from the sample of individuals on which the model is being estimated, or the mean
could be based on some exogenous reference population of individuals to which the model would be applied:
𝑦𝑖 =

𝑧𝑖
𝑧

(1)

Risk scores with this design are easy to interpret, as a score of 1.0 is equivalent to a person whose health care costs are
exactly equal to the population mean, while a risk score of 0.1 would indicate that an individual has expected
expenditures equal to 10% of the average.
Risk scoring models are frequently specified as linear regression models. Equation 2 illustrates the general framework
for a regression-based perspective on risk scoring. Let 𝑦𝑖 be the risk score for the 𝑖th individual, 𝑥 be the vector of 𝑝
explanatory variables, 𝛽 be the vector of 𝑝 + 1 unknown regression parameters, and 𝜖𝑖 be the error term for the 𝑖th
individual:
𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥𝑖1 + 𝛽2 𝑥𝑖2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝 𝑥𝑖𝑝 + 𝜀𝑖

(2)

The independent variables in the risk scoring model are the patient-specific risk factors or individual attributes. Most
commonly included explanatory variables include demographic factors, indications of the presence of specific medical
conditions or groups of conditions, and indicators for the use of certain prescription drugs. For example, an entire
sequence of diagnosis codes could be mapped into a single category indicating a broader condition, such as
“cardiovascular disease.” Some models may include data other than diagnoses as independent variables, potentially
including medical procedures undergone by the individual, socioeconomic status, clinical lab or biometric data, or
lifestyle data.
As in linear regression model estimation, the errors are assumed to be approximately normally distributed, and least
squares methods are used to estimate 𝛽, the vector of unknown regression coefficients. The predicted risk score is
calculated by multiplying the vector of fitted regression coefficients associated with each of the independent variables.
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2.2.2 Timing of Prediction: Concurrent and Prospective Models
The dependent variable is the risk score as some function of health expenditures. Depending on the purpose and use of
the model, the risk score is estimated for either the current period or a future period. These are commonly referred to
as concurrent (estimating risk in the current period) or prospective (estimating risk in a future period) models. The
period is typically 12 months but could be specified as some other defined time.
If the purpose of the model is primarily of an explanatory nature, then a concurrent model is used. A concurrent model
uses the explanatory variables from the same base period as the risk score. The types of explanatory variables are
discussed in detail in Section 2.2.3. As an example, a concurrent model to estimate calendar year 2015 risk scores uses
diagnoses observed in calendar year 2015 as explanatory variables (the vector 𝑥 from Equation 2).
If the purpose of the model is for prediction, then a prospective model is used. A prospective model defines the
explanatory variables from a base period to predict the risk score in a later target period, typically the next one. For
example, a prospective model might use diagnoses observed on medical encounters in calendar year 2014 to predict
risk scores in calendar year 2015. While prospective models typically use inputs from a single base period prior to the
target period, other possibilities exist such as using multiple years of inputs (for example, the independent variables
drawn from a two-year period preceding the target year) or employing a lag between the base period and the target
period.
Suppose the vector 𝑥 in Equation 2 is the same for both for the concurrent and the prospective models. The predicted
risk scores for the individuals will differ between the two models as the estimated regression coefficients (the vector 𝛽
from Equation 2) will not be the same for the concurrent and prospective models. For example, treatment for
nonchronic medical conditions such as injuries, pregnancies or acute illnesses such as bronchitis is typically confined to
a single episode of care. If the condition is included in the model, a prospective weight for such a condition would be
very small. Yet most often, these kinds of conditions are not included at all in prospective models, since there are no
substantive costs to predict. As a practical matter, prospective models would not typically include such nonrecurring
conditions. In a concurrent model, the coefficients for such conditions may be statistically significant, as the model is
being used to explain costs in that same year.
Another notable difference between concurrent and prospective models is the importance of demographic inputs as
explanatory variables that are mentioned in Section 2.2.3. In a prospective model, demographic variables are typically
highly significant, as these models do not have information on acute conditions that materialize during the target year,
or they represent latent variables of unknown conditions that exist or may occur. As such, demographic information
are useful predictors of this component of health care costs. In a concurrent model, acute conditions that contribute to
an individual’s risk may be included in the model, and the coefficients for demographic information may not be
statistically significant.
Model fit is another key distinguishing characteristic between concurrent and prospective risk scoring models. Because
concurrent estimates are based on diagnosis and other information in the same time period as the expenses that are
being explained by the risk scores, such models explain a far greater percentage of variance. The SOA’s 2007 study “A
Comparative Analysis of Claims-Based Tools for Health Risk Assessment” compared the fit of the model of a variety of
concurrent and prospective models (Winkelman & Mehmud 2008). The 𝑅2 statistic associated with the prospective
models included in the study ranged from 12.9% to 21.3%. The 𝑅2 statistics for the concurrent models were much
higher and ranged from 27.4% to 49.8%.
Despite the difference in model fit, both types of models have their place in practical application. As stated before,
concurrent models are most useful for explaining costs in the current period, while prospective models are more
appropriate for predicting costs in a future period. In the context of program evaluation, the type of model to be
selected would vary based on the type of analysis to be conducted. A concurrent model is useful in an analysis
normalizing per member per month medical costs for health risk. For example, the effects of changing risk could be
removed from historical PMPM medical costs to isolate other effects not related to risk changes.
A prospective model is more appropriate in a formal treatment and control approach for program evaluation. In such
an application, individuals are randomly assigned to either a treatment (receiving some sort of intervention) or a
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control (not receiving intervention) group. A prospective risk scoring model is then used to measure expected costs for
both groups and the actual costs measured to determine the effect of the intervention.
Choosing whether to use a concurrent or prospective risk scoring model in a health insurance system depends on the
nature of the risk transfer in the system. A concurrent model inherently places less risk on the issuer because
unpredictable events that occur during the year are accounted for in the adjustment. For example, an adjustment is
completed for a disproportionate share of pregnancies using a concurrent approach, but a prospective application does
not directly acknowledge pregnancy-related risk. This risk is reflected in demographic factors and will leave the issuer
at risk for any deviations from the average rate of pregnancy-related risk. We describe programs using either a
concurrent or prospective risk scoring approach in Section 3.

2.2.3 Potential Explanatory Variables
The person-level inputs used by most risk scoring approaches are drawn from three primary sources: encounter
records (medical claims and prescription drug records), demographic data, and other administrative or clinical data as
discussed below.
Typically, the most important data in terms of distinguishing one individual’s medical risk from another are drawn from
encounter records, as an individual’s utilization of health services varies depending on the conditions that they have, as
well as the severity of the condition. A claim record will typically have one or more diagnosis codes that indicate a
specific medical condition that was treated or was related to the condition being treated during the encounter. With
thousands of diagnosis codes available, modelers use disease classification systems to more efficiently group codes into
similar categories for inclusion in the model, such as heart disease or diabetes. One such classification system, the
Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs), initially developed in the Medicare program, is discussed in Section 3.
While diagnosis codes are essential inputs to risk scoring models, some models incorporate other logic that is designed
to medically verify that a particular condition is present. One common problem with diagnosis data is that “rule-out”
diagnoses are sometimes entered onto the claim form. These are diagnoses that reflect the work of a provider
checking to see if a patient has a condition or not (i.e., to “rule it out”). Thus, the appearance of such a code does not
necessarily indicate the presence of the disease. Pre-processing algorithms vary in their attempts to solve this problem.
Most approaches exclude these rule-out diagnoses from any consideration, while others may require corroborating
diagnoses from a second encounter visit or from other clinical areas, such as laboratory records or radiology reports.
When the process for diagnostic inclusion in a model is made more stringent, some individuals who do not have the
condition in question will not be identified, thus reducing the risk of false positives. However, with more stringent
criteria for including a diagnosis for an individual, there is an increased chance of false negatives, which is not
identifying someone who has the disease. Developers of risk scoring models attempt to determine an appropriate
balance between these considerations.
Some risk scoring models also use procedure codes as part of their classification logic. A procedure code is a record of
specific services a provider conducted during a visit. This could include a specific surgery being performed or an
evaluative visit with a physician. While the inclusion of procedure codes can increase the predictive accuracy of a
model, it can also introduce incentives for potential gaming of the risk score. At one extreme, a provider who is
capitated using risk adjustment payments could be influenced to choose a particular procedure for treatment because
of the known effect on the risk score, and thus on their income. A more common situation is that additional or
potentially unnecessary codes may be entered on a claim record, which is also a concern for using diagnosis coding in a
risk scoring model. If codes are entered with greater specificity, the risk scores will likely increase without any
corresponding increase in actual disease burden. One recent study estimated that enrollees in risk-adjusted Medicare
Advantage plans show risk scores that are 6% to 16% higher than comparable Medicare beneficiaries who are not
enrolled in such plans (Geruso & Layton 2015).
Many risk scoring approaches also incorporate pharmacy data as inputs. Drug codes are mapped to clinical categories,
either with unique pharmacy categories or by mapping pharmacy experience into the same categories that are also
determined by diagnosis coding. The use of pharmacy data as an input brings some distinct advantages. Models
incorporating pharmacy data are generally more accurate in the aggregate, because pharmacy data provide a more
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specific and more recent snapshot of certain conditions. For example, an individual may be taking regular maintenance
medications for a condition and that drug will be present on claim records every month, though it may appear on a
medical claim only once a year when the individual visits a physician. Depending on the level of sophistication of the
mapping algorithm (that is, the approach used to translate instances of pharmacy experience into aggregated condition
groupings), certain strengths or combinations of medications could indicate severity differentiations that cannot be
picked up by diagnosis codes alone.
Pharmacy inputs do bring added difficulties, however. In particular, available drugs and their associated codes change
frequently, and managing the updates can be burdensome, often resulting in out-of-date mappings. Another difficulty
of using pharmacy data as input for risk scoring is that alternate or off-label (where a drug is used to treat additional
conditions other than its original intended use) uses for specific drugs sometimes emerge. This can create potential
disconnects between the experience on which a model is constructed and the environment in which it is being applied.
For example, the beta-blocking drug nadolol is commonly prescribed off-label for the management of migraine
headaches (U.S. National Library of Medicine 2015). While a risk scoring model’s mapping may view nadolol use as an
indication of hypertension or other heart disease, the enrollee using the drug may not have heart problems, but
actually migraine headaches. In this latter case, a misestimation of their associated risk results.
Some risk scoring models are beginning to include clinical or biometric data in their risk classification approach, as the
data can provide additional detail pertaining to the severity of a condition (Iezzoni 2012). As demonstrated by the life
insurance industry’s underwriting practices, information such as body mass index, blood pressure, cholesterol readings
or results from genetic testing provides additional insight into the riskiness of an individual. In applications where risk
scoring models are being used to forecast future risk as discussed in Section 2.2.2, such data can be a measure of
undiagnosed medical risk, conditions that have yet to be diagnosed, or conditions that are just starting. While
important in predicting medical costs, an individual’s BMI or lab results may be more useful in prospectively estimating
risk than in evaluating concurrent risk, though these peripheral data points may indicate degrees of severity for certain
conditions. A major limiting factor in the use of clinical and biometric data is its availability. These data are typically not
transferred or available to health plans and, as such, are not broadly useful. A summary of the challenges and
predictive possibilities of incorporating clinical data is provided by Parkes (2015).
Health care expenditures in a prior year are sometimes also used as inputs to the risk scoring process. The historical
cost of treating recurring conditions may provide substantially more information than a simple indication of the
existence of a diagnosis, as it includes some level of severity of the disease (increased expenditure is associated with
higher severity). While the inclusion of prior cost in a prospective application does typically increase the predictive
power of a model, the inclusion of this input variable may also introduce unintended consequences. For instance, some
costs from a prior year may be associated with a condition that is nonrepeating (e.g., pregnancy and infant delivery,
routine surgery or treatment of an isolated injury). The presence of such conditions influences cost in the year from
which the inputs are being drawn but have little to no influence on costs in a subsequent year. Diagnosis codes for
these conditions are not included in the risk scoring model for this reason. An additional concern with using prior year
costs in a risk model is that it introduces a counterproductive incentive. When the intent of a risk scoring application is
to reduce or manage costs, the use of prior costs as an input to a risk score creates a situation where higher costs in
one year are associated with a higher risk score in the next year. This is the opposite effect to what is desired. However,
purely from a predictive accuracy perspective, the use of prior costs does bring in additional information about an
individual’s risk that is not captured solely by diagnoses (Schone & Brown 2013).
Demographics are a key input parameter for most risk scoring models. Age and sex are critically important in
prospective models when conditions are diagnosed within the year for which risk level is being evaluated. Models
generally include different independent variables to account for combinations of age and sex. There might be one
variable for infants, one for children and one for adults. There may be one variable based on sex, or the age categories
could be separately identified by sex.
Age and sex may be useful in differentiating the risk contributed by certain conditions. Suppose the independent
variables in a linear model include a list of disease conditions, as well as age and sex. A specific condition may have a
different impact for one age range than for another. One way to account for this is to include an interaction term
between all of the disease codes, age and sex.
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For models that endeavor to explain costs using diagnoses from that same year, age and sex provide a less clear-cut
advantage in terms of explaining costs. While it is generally understood that health care costs increase with age, that
relationship is driven by the conditions that a person acquires over time, not strictly by the age of the individual. When
an individual’s full diagnostic profile is properly incorporated into a model, their age and sex become considerably less
important. In other words, age and sex are proxies for complete diagnostic information, and the value of such proxies
diminishes as more complete and accurate diagnostic information are made available. In some instances,
demographics may not be statistically significant in a concurrent model with complete diagnostic information, a
somewhat surprising outcome.

2.2.4 Estimation of the Risk Score
Once the choice of the independent variables is made as a result of the usual statistical modeling process, the risk
score is estimated. The calculated risk score is a function of the independent variables and the parameter estimates of
the unknown regression coefficients 𝛽. This new vector of estimates is labeled 𝛽ˆ , with the resulting risk scores labeled
𝑦ˆ:
𝑦ˆ𝑖 = 𝛽ˆ 0 + 𝛽ˆ1 𝑥𝑖1 + 𝛽ˆ 2 𝑥𝑖2 + ⋯ + 𝛽ˆ 𝑝 𝑥𝑖𝑝

(3)

If the 𝛽ˆ are unbiased for 𝛽, then taking the expected value of 𝑦ˆ𝑖 is equal to
𝐸[𝑦ˆ𝑖 |𝑥𝑖 , 𝛽]

=

𝐸 [𝛽ˆ 0 + 𝛽ˆ1 𝑥𝑖1 + 𝛽ˆ2 𝑥𝑖2 + ⋯ + 𝛽ˆ𝑝 𝑥𝑖𝑝 ]

=
=

𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥𝑖1 + 𝛽2 𝑥𝑖2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝 𝑥𝑖𝑝
𝐸[𝑦𝑖 |𝑥𝑖 , 𝛽]

(4)

Thus, the average risk score, conditional on a profile of explanatory variables, is equal to the true average risk score.
Note that the conclusion reached in Equation 4 does not state that the particular risk score predicted for an individual
is equal to his or her observed risk score. The statement says that the average of the predicted risk scores for
individuals for the values of the explanatory variables will be equal to the true average value for individuals with the
same values for each of the independent variables.
As is true in general for regression models, if the variables for the true model are not as that shown in Equation 3, then
there could be bias in the prediction of the risk score. Usually including too many variables (overfitting) will not result in
much prediction error even if the coefficients for the variables are not statistically significant. The risk of overfitting is
that collinearity can be induced among the explanatory variables and the residual standard error of the regression will
be increased (Frees 2010). If the model does not include variables that are statistically significant (underfitting), then
there is also bias in the predicted risk score (called omitted variable bias). Because the perfect set of explanatory
variables is likely not included by any one particular risk scoring approach, any practitioner using or developing these
models should be aware of the consequences of the associated bias.

2.2.5 Recalibration of Model Coefficients
Vendors of risk scoring models typically include a set of coefficients for use in determining risk scores as described
above. There are instances when it may be appropriate for an actuary to estimate a set of alternate weights through a
process called “recalibration.” Actuarial Standard of Practice 45 states that “recalibration is often used to make the risk
adjustment (or risk scoring) model more specific to the population, data, and other characteristics of the project for
which it is being used” (Actuarial Standards Board 2012). Weights are the term commonly used to refer to the
estimated coefficients in a risk scoring model. For example, a variables representing a disease condition will have an
associated weight that indicates the incremental effect on the risk score.
Recalibration can properly align the population and outcome variables when the original development of a risk scoring
model’s estimated coefficients was performed using a population that is substantively different. For example,
researchers often employ risk scoring models that were developed on Medicare (CMS-HCC) or Medicaid (CDPS)
populations. While these models have the advantage of being free and completely transparent, they are designed and
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validated for specific populations that may not be appropriate for a commercial insured population. In these instances,
recalibration is recommended for optimal results. A difference in outcome variables may also call for recalibration. For
example, a model may be designed to predict total allowed costs, but the specific measure of interest is paid amounts
associated with a particular benefit design. In this scenario, the original weights would represent the risk in terms of
total allowed costs, but the risk associated with the specific benefit design would differ and would require new
coefficients.
A full recalibration of a model would entail respecification of the regression equations that were initially employed in
the development of the model. This is not always practical or possible. One barrier to this approach is that the model in
use may not be adequately transparent to allow for a full recalibration. To fully recalibrate, one would need to know all
of the independent variables that were used in the model and know how they were developed. Additionally, the logic
behind any interaction effects or hierarchies (for example, combinations of conditions or instances where the presence
of one condition precludes the inclusion of a second) would also need to be implemented in the recalibration, and this
information may not be released by the model developers. Another practical difficulty that can be encountered is the
availability of an adequate sample size for the recalibration. Some rare conditions may be observed with minimal
frequency and require a larger population than is available for the development of statistically significant coefficients.
Actuaries have developed approaches to recalibrating model coefficients without performing a full recalibration. In the
SOA’s 2007 study by Winkelman and Mehmud, the authors performed regressions where the dependent variable was
the residual from each model, or the difference between the actual value and the predicted value (Winkelman &
Mehmud 2007). The independent variables included in the regression were the condition categories that were visible
to the study authors for each model. By regressing on the residuals rather than the actual cost, any variables or
interactions that are unknown to the modeler are still implicitly retained within the recalibrated model. A more recent
article proposes a similar approach but employs a penalized ridge regression to indirectly encourage the model to
prefer the original risk scores unless sufficient data are present to override with new coefficients (Parkes & Armstrong
2015). An additional study has shown that with a sufficient sample size and with full model transparency, the various
approaches to risk model recalibration converge to the same result (Hileman 2015).

2.2.6 Handling of Enrollees with Incomplete Enrollment Periods
Most risk scoring approaches are designed and specified for individuals with complete data, usually 12 months of
continuous enrollment in a health plan. However, in practical application, many individuals are not enrolled in a plan
for a full 12 months. An individual’s birth or death is one example of why someone would have less than 12 months of
data, but more commonly this is due to enrolling or disenrolling in a health plan during the year. Risk scores are still
needed for those without complete data to complete the risk adjustment calculations for a transfer payment or other
application. Thus, adjustments are needed in the method to estimate their risk score. These adjustments can take
several different forms and are discussed in the context of specific risk scoring models in Section 3.
The degree to which incomplete data affect the accuracy of a predicted risk score varies by both the length of the
missing enrollment period and an individual’s medical conditions. Clearly, a shorter period of enrollment provides the
model with less opportunity to record relevant medical conditions. Individuals seeing a provider more frequently may
have less underreporting than those who see a provider less frequently. Also, models that incorporate prescription
drug data will record chronic conditions when individuals receive their drugs, even though they may not be treated by
their provider within the observation period.

2.2.7 Limitations of Estimated Risk Scores
Due to the random nature of health care events with their chance of occurring, the severity of the event and the
chance of the individual receiving care, predicting risk scores (or medical expenditures, defined earlier) is a difficult
endeavor. Even the most acclaimed risk scoring methodologies are not highly accurate when measured by traditional
statistical measures. In a 2007 SOA study, most prospective models resulted in a 𝑅2 between 20% and 30%, meaning
that the majority of variation in medical expenditures was left unexplained by the models (Winkelman & Mehmud
2007). Because of the randomness of health care events, variation will remain that cannot be explained by any risk
scoring methodology, even with perfect information about an individual’s medical conditions. A small number of
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individuals have very large total medical expenditures, while many individuals have little or no expenditures in a year.
There is variability within an individual from one year to the next in their need for medical care. Other factors that
influence this variability include the individual preference for different medical treatments or settings, given the same
medical diagnoses. Individual medical practitioners have different habits or preferences in treating the same diagnostic
conditions, including the tests chosen, techniques pursued or drugs prescribed. Geographic differences in practice
patterns or unit costs for the same procedures cause additional variation. Variation in access to care can also lead to
differences in medical expense that cannot be explained using diagnostic and pharmacy data.
Additional variation is introduced by incomplete or inaccurate information about the diagnostic profile of an individual
that can result from bad data or incorrect coding by the providers or a limitation of the coding schema (for example, a
database that is designed to hold only five of the possible diagnoses associated with a claim record). A diagnosis code
does not convey complete information of the severity of a condition or its likely costs of care.
Recall that for linear models, errors are normally distributed and are constant over all values of 𝑦 given the explanatory
variables. The predicted risk score can be too high for low expenditure values and too low for high expenditure values.
For example, an individual with zero medical costs in a given year will typically have a prospective risk score than is
greater than zero. Conversely, an individual with very high claims costs is likely to be underpredicted by a risk model.
One reason is that normally distributed errors in the model do not have heavy tails (that is, the actual distribution of
health care expenditures will have more frequent extreme high outliers than the distribution of predicted risk scores).
Also, the model assumes that the variance is constant given the explanatory variables. It could be that the independent
variables used in a risk model (or available) are able to explain only some of the variation in medical costs. Two
individuals with the exact same diagnostic and demographic profile may have very different total expenditures, due to
personal preferences, the course of treatment, the cost of specific providers utilized or random chance (for example,
one individual has a complication during surgery that results in greatly increased costs and the other does not). In the
2007 SOA comparison study, individuals in the 99th–100th percentile of expenditures were underpredicted on average
by about 75%. Individuals in the 20th–40th percentile of expenditures, only slightly below the median, were
overpredicted by about a factor of five. The estimated risk scores for individuals very close to zero expenditures were
even more overestimated, by factors of 50 or more (Winkelman & Mehmud 2007).
The predicted risk score, as detailed in Section 2.2.4, is a function of the independent variables and is an average risk
score reflecting the profile of explanatory variables in the model. The impact of explanatory variables not included in
the model, called omitted variables, would be absorbed by the error term or some of the explanatory variables
included in the model if the omitted variables were correlated with them. If the true model was really
𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥𝑖1 + 𝛽2 𝑥𝑖2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝 𝑥𝑖𝑝 + 𝛽𝑝+1 𝑥𝑖𝑝+1 + 𝜀𝑖

(5)

then the predicted value of 𝑦𝑖 remains the same as in Equation 3 as the omitted variable is not included, yet the true
expectation is
𝐸[𝑦𝑖 |𝑥𝑖 , 𝛽] = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥𝑖1 + 𝛽2 𝑥𝑖2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑝 𝑥𝑖𝑝 + 𝛽𝑝+1 𝑥𝑖𝑝+1

(6)

Thus, there would be a difference of 𝛽𝑝+1 𝑥𝑖𝑝+1 between the predicted and true risk scores for individual 𝑖. In general,
if these omitted variables were significant, then the predicted risk score is biased because of the omitted variables. This
is the danger of underfitting a model.
Risk scores can change over time without any underlying change in the underlying risk represented by a population.
One reason is known as coding drift that was originally discussed when Medicare introduced the Prospective Payment
System and the DRGs (Carter et al. 1990). Further discussion of DRGs is found in Section 3.1.1. Coding drift is due to an
increased number of coding slots availability on a medical record. An artifact of an increased reliance on risk scoring for
use in provider payment is that there is an increasing incentive for providers to code diagnoses more completely.
Coding practices have also changed due to improvements in both technology (for example, electronic medical records
systems that can supplement the manual coding process) and data storage (older databases may simply not have held
enough positions to record all of the coded diagnoses) (Iezzoni & Moskowitz 1986; Jencks et al. 1988). On the other
hand, risk scores may decrease over time if the underlying models and mappings are not maintained to keep up with
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changes in health care practice. For example, if a model includes prescription drugs as covariates, these must be
regularly updated as new drugs enter the marketplace. These mappings must be maintained so that individuals using
new drugs will be treated similarly to individuals using older drugs.

2.3 Model Selection
As mentioned in Section 2.1, risk scoring models have existed for 40 years and were developed originally for specific
purposes, such as the analysis of hospital mortality statistics. Since the introduction of the DRGs in the Medicare
Prospective Payment System in the early 1980s, discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.1, an increasing number of risk
scoring models have been developed and for commercial purposes. As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, the Society of
Actuaries has conducted several studies comparing different commercial products that are for the purposes of risk
scoring (Dunn et al. 1996; Cumming et al. 2002; Winkelman & Mehmud 2007). Users wanting to apply a risk scoring
model are faced with many options. The purpose of this section is to provide a guide to describe the various factors
that influence the selection of a model for a particular application.
The objective of these comparisons is not to produce a ranking or to state that one model is the best model that should
be used in every situation. To decide between models requires an educated understanding of the eight Risk Principles
listed above.1 The following paragraphs discuss these Risk Principles and their impact on the selection of a risk scoring
model by a user.
The purpose of the development of the original model and the user’s purpose need to be aligned. Using a model that
predicts 30-day mortality would be not be appropriate for a study to analyze expenditures or risk scores.
As discussed in Section 2.2.5, ideally the model preferred is one that was developed using a population that is similar to
the user’s application, as the regression coefficients (the vector of 𝛽) used to determine the risk score are a function of
the population used to develop them. Otherwise some method of recalibration is needed to adjust the coefficients to
adjust to the user’s population.
Knowing whether a model is applied on a concurrent or prospective basis, as discussed in Section 2.2.2, is of interest to
the user. The risk scoring model used for Medicare Advantage, discussed in Section 3.1, is designed using a prospective
framework. As discussed in Section 3.4, the choice of a concurrent approach for the ACA’s commercial marketplaces
was in part due to concerns about data being available from a prior year for a newly insured population or for a highly
transient population who frequently shift from one carrier to another. From a policy perspective, the choice between a
concurrent or prospective model may be guided by the degree to which risk is being transferred to a risk-adjusted
capitated entity. For example, in a prospective setting, carriers would be at full risk for one-time occurrences such as
injuries, pregnancies and acute isolated illnesses. However, the risk associated with these conditions would be
potentially built in to a concurrent application.
While data sources need not be identical, the data required for input to any risk scoring model need to be available to
calculate the risk scores. As discussed in Section 2.2.3, models may utilize some combination of pharmacy data and
medical diagnosis data. If a study to be conducted requires explanatory variables that are not used in the particular risk
model, the predicted risk score would not result in an accurate prediction as a potentially significant variable is
omitted. If there was a particular need for accuracy by demographic category or medical conditions, risk scoring
models that include the appropriate explanatory variables might be more appropriate to the user’s purposes.
The model development approach behind a particular risk scoring approach can inform the appropriate application.
Some models were developed from more of a clinical perspective and may have more ancillary uses beyond the
generation of risk scores. A model developed from a purely statistical framework may have better predictive
performance but fewer applications in the clinical environment.

1

The principles are: (1) purpose, (2) population of interest, (3) time frame, (4) data source, (5) variables/factors included, (6) model development
approach (whether statistical, clinical or both), (7) acceptable level of accuracy of results, and (8) implementation approach.
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Users of risk scoring models will want to understand the degree to which various models can accurately predict risk
levels for individuals and for groups. As discussed in Section 2.2.4, the predicted risk score is a function of the
estimated regression coefficients and the covariates in the model. As noted there, the individual predicted risk score,
an estimate of the average for the given covariates, will differ from the observed risk score. However, for a group of
similar individuals, the predicted risk score will be more reflective of the true mean due to the larger sample size. This
statistical property is utilized in actuarial work, as the risk adjustment process is completed at a group level and not at a
member level. Other measures of model fit that may be used to compare models on a more global level include 𝑅2 , AIC
and sum of squared prediction errors.
Implementation of the risk scoring model, the final risk principle, consists of three elements: flexibility, transparency
and financial cost. Flexibility would exist if the model could be recalibrated or whether the condition mappings can be
adjusted. Transparency aids in the communication and acceptance of a risk scoring model. Documentation that shows
the mapping of diagnosis or pharmacy codes to groups and disclosure of the regression coefficients aids in the
transparency. As a rule of thumb, a model may be considered transparent if sufficient information is accessible to the
user such that the user can calculate an individual risk score manually and match the results of the model. The financial
cost of a model can include substantial licensing costs as well as operational implementation costs. There are also
potential extensive computing costs, such as requiring other software, storage or computer cycle time. Finally, there
are training costs to implement a model within an organization.

Section 3: Applications of Risk Scoring and Adjustment
This section provides an overview of the manner in which risk scoring techniques have been incorporated into the
health care financing environment. The use of risk scoring in government entitlement programs (Medicare and
Medicaid) is explained, as well as the mechanism for ensuring appropriate financial transfers between commercial
health plans in the post-ACA marketplace.

3.1 Medicare
The Medicare program was established in 1965 as Title XVIII of the Social Security Act and was effective July 1, 1966,
establishing a health care program for persons aged 65 and older (CMS 2013). The original reimbursement approach
was fee-for-service. As discussed below, risk scoring for the Medicare managed care services was considered in the
1990s but not introduced until 2004. The 2003 Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act
created Medicare Part D, a voluntary drug benefit program for those with fee-for-service plans (Robst et al. 2007).
The discussion below begins with a summary of the Diagnosis-Related Groups (DRGs) that were used originally by
Medicare as a way to reimburse hospitals for inpatient stays, but are now used by both public and private insurers.
While not technically a “risk adjustor,” the development of the DRGs serves as a foundation in the ways that risk
adjustors are being developed today as this was an early instance of the grouping of diagnoses into units of more
homogeneous risk units. This discussion is followed up with a summary of risk adjustment in Medicare managed care
and in Medicare Part D.

3.1.1 Diagnosis-Related Groups (DRGs)
One widely known statistically based protocol is the Diagnosis-Related Groups (DRGs), introduced in 1982 for use in
reimbursing hospitals for care for patients in Medicare. The development of the DRGs began in the late 1960s as a tool
to measure and evaluate hospital treatment by creating a manageable number of stable, clinically meaningful groups
to establish prices, estimate costs and evaluate quality (Fetter et al. 1991). The DRGs were developed based on a
combination of physician expertise and statistical methods. Fundamental to the development of the DRGs is the ICD-9CM classification system. The statistical approach to develop the DRGs incorporated techniques from survey sampling
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(stratified sampling) to select the data, and machine learning techniques (recursive partitioning) to create meaningful
groups. The scheme to develop the DRGs had five characteristics (Fetter et al. 1980):
1.

Must be interpretable medically, with subclasses of patients from homogeneous diagnostic categories.

2.

Individual classes defined on variables commonly available on hospital abstracts and relevant to output
utilization, pertaining to either the condition of the patient or the treatment process.

3.

Must be a manageable number of classes, preferably in the hundreds instead of thousands (ICD codes), that
are mutually exclusive and exhaustive.

4.

Classes contain patients with similar expected measures of output utilization.

5.

Class definitions must be comparable across the different coding schemes, for example a revision of the ICD.

An interactive process called AUTOGRP, a modification of the Automated Interaction Detector, was used to create a
partition of the data (Sonquist & Morgan 1964). The data were separated into groups that minimized the unexplained
variance of the dependent variable, length of stay. Certain patient attributes were used to explain the variation in
resource consumption based on length of stay. The independent variables included operational procedure, principal
diagnosis, age of patient, sex of patient, presence or absence of specific complications and/or comorbidities, and
discharge status. Other variables, such as identity of payer, number of comorbidities or complications and number or
type of diagnostic procedures, and type of admission, were considered for use but rejected (Mills et al. 1976). The
development of the DRGs—in particular, the grouping of diagnoses to produce groupings of hospital stays that
represent homogeneous risk units—served as a blueprint for later development of diagnosis-based risk scoring
methodologies.

3.1.2 Medicare Managed Care
In 1973 the HMO Act established health maintenance organizations (HMOs), which were authorized to provide services
to Medicare recipients (Weissman et al. 2005; CMS 2013). Reasonable costs were reimbursed through this program.
Through the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 (TEFRA), a new approach to reimburse for services was
introduced called Adjusted Average per Capita Cost (AAPCC) (Weissman et al. 2005). Medicare HMO services were
reimbursed at 95% of the fee-for-service rate, along with adjustments for county demographics, age, sex, Medicaid
enrollment, working status and institutional status. Studies in the 1980s showed that the AAPCC methodology
overcompensated HMOs for services provided, as enrollees in HMOs were healthier and used fewer services than
enrollees in a fee-for-service arrangement (Greenwald et al. 1998; Weissman et al. 2005). A study by Brown et al.
(1993) showed that HMO costs were almost 11% less than those in fee-for-service plans; thus the 5% discount was not
sufficient to account for the differences in costs between managed care and fee-for-service patients.
The deficiency of the AAPCC methodology led to the development of health risk adjustors in the early 1990s. The
Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (BBA) included provision for the use of risk scoring models in Medicare. The coefficient of
determination statistic, 𝑅2 , was first used to compare models; however, with the low values for 𝑅2 , proponents of risk
scoring decided to use predictive ratios (predicted expenditures vs. actual expenditures) for groups of people as these
ratios were more persuasive. These predictive ratios were calculated for various subgroups, such as the lowest cost or
highest cost quintiles, or various specific diseases such as acute myocardial infarction or hip fracture. The use of
predictive ratios was helpful to persuade policymakers on both sides of the aisle to vote for the 1997 BBA. However,
inclusion of risk scoring in Medicare managed care did not occur soon after passage of the BBA, as issues arose as part
of its implementation. These issues can be summarized as (1) model selection and the data burden, (2) time lag of
claim data and (3) the effect of risk adjustment on Medicare costs (Weissman et al. 2005).
The two initial leading models considered were those based on the ACGs (Ambulatory Care Groups or Adjusted Clinical
Groups) and the DCGs (Diagnostic Cost Groups). The ACGs were originally developed for outpatient use, while the
DCGs were originally developed for inpatient use. A long list of literature supports the development and application of
each of these models (Starfield et al. 1991; Weiner et al. 1991; Ellis & Ash 1995; Ellis et al. 1996). Philosophically, the
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idea of including encounter-based models was appealing to those in government, as the data were more
comprehensive; however, the data burden on health plans would be large. The initial choice was to implement the DCG
model renamed the PIP-DCG (Principal In-Patient Diagnostic Cost Group) with an eye toward migrating to an
encounter-based system in the future (Pope et al. 2000). One concern related to the PIP-DCG model was that it was
based on only inpatient costs, which rewarded health plans for hospitalizing patients rather than managing their care
(Weissman et al. 2005).2
Medicare wanted to use a prospective approach to risk scoring. As discussed in Section 2.2, a prospective model uses
data from the current year to predict the next year’s expenditures. From a timing standpoint, health plans would need
access to data for the entire year before setting their rates for the upcoming year. This was not feasible. An alternative
approach was adopted to collect data from the first six months of the current year and the last six months of the prior
year to allow sufficient time for rates to be set.
Policymakers determined that controlling spending under Medicare was critical to help balance the federal budget as
part of the BBA of 1997. As the Congressional Budget Office initially stated that risk scoring would be budget neutral,
health plans were opposed to the federal government keeping the savings estimated at $10–11 billion over five years
(Weissman et al. 2005).
In 2002, Medicare shifted to the DCG-HCC (Hierarchical Coexisting Conditions) model that used 61 disease groups and
used both inpatient and outpatient data. In 2004 Medicare implemented risk adjustment on a budget-neutral basis.
The DCG-HCC ultimately shifted to the CMS-HCC model, which simplified data collection. The CMS-HCC model was built
on 10 principles, similar to that proposed by Feinstein and used in the development of DRGs (Feinstein 1967). Instead
of predicting length of stay as for the DRGs, the CMS-HCC model predicts health care expenditures. Rules were created
to define minimum sample size for the disease categories. The rules did not reward or penalize health plans for coding
extra conditions as it used the highest ranking condition in a particular hierarchy. High-cost diagnoses that were not
prevalent were excluded. In the end, there were 70 categories representing 3,000 of the 15,000 ICD-9-CM codes. For
this model, data from 1999 were used to predict claims costs in 2000. The data lag as discussed above would be
eliminated because rates would be established as of January 1 and then finalized on June 30, with any necessary
retroactive adjustment. The model inputs included age, sex, an indicator of Medicaid eligibility, an indicator for original
Medicare entitlement through disability, 70 HCC categories, interactions of Medicaid with sex and disabled status, and
six disease interactions (Ellis & Ash 1995; Ellis et al. 1996; Pope et al. 2004, 2011).
Even with all of the potential impacts, risk scoring was introduced into Medicare managed care because it benefited a
wide variety of stakeholders (Weissman et al. 2005). Risk scoring ended the unfair advantage that managed care plans
had relative to fee-for-service plans.

3.2 Medicaid
The Medicaid programs were established in 1965 as Title XIX of the Social Security Act and became effective July 1,
1966 (CMS 2013). As the programs are jointly administered by the federal and state governments, the program is
highly complex and varies greatly from one state to the next with respect to the groups of individuals covered, the
scope of services included and the mechanisms (including risk-based capitation) employed. Thus, it is beyond the scope
of this paper to elaborate on the specifics of how risk adjustment is used within each state’s Medicaid program.
However, risk scoring is an important element of rate setting within many Medicaid managed care programs (Center
for Health Program Development & Management, & Actuarial Research Corporation 2003). Risk scoring models are
used in Medicaid to properly match capitation payments with an estimate of their financial risk as measured by the risk
score. Medicaid programs must evaluate several special considerations when selecting an approach to risk adjustment.
First, unlike commercial or Medicare plans, Medicaid programs and their managed care contractors can experience
very high turnover even within the year, as individuals can frequently enter in and exit out of Medicaid eligibility.
Because risk scoring models are informed by the available diagnostic history of each individual, the lack of visibility

2

There was an exception for congestive heart failure, where if evidence-based criteria were followed, then a bonus payment would be made.
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resulting from this higher turnover can result in poorer predictive performance. Some Medicaid programs address this
issue by basing risk-adjusted payments on the cohort enrolled to the plan in the most recent available period, rather
than allowing the risk score to “follow” the individual from plan to plan. This approach implicitly assumes that a plan
will attract the same type of enrollees from one year to the next. A disadvantage of this approach is that when the
demographics/severity of enrollment changes, there will be a lag in acknowledgment of these changes in capitation
payments.
Another issue that is particularly important within the Medicaid risk adjustment environment is that there are often
very distinct categories of individuals receiving benefits under a single Medicaid program. Two of the most common
categories are those individuals receiving Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and the Temporary Assistance to Needy
Families (TANF) population. The SSI beneficiaries tend to be longer-term Medicaid beneficiaries and can include high
concentrations of individuals with chronic conditions, or individuals who are blind or have developmental disabilities.
The TANF population, however, exhibits much higher turnover and tends to have less variation in their need for health
care services as many such beneficiaries are healthy children. Other populations that may be considered for risk
adjustment include the SOBRA population, consisting of certain low-income pregnant women, and the Medical
Assistance only groups, who qualify for Medicaid by virtue of particular health conditions not related to income (Center
for Health Program Development & Management, & Actuarial Research Corporation 2003).
The issue of model recalibration is particularly important for the Medicaid population as well. Although there exists a
free, publicly available, risk scoring model that is specified on a Medicaid population (the Chronic Illness and Disability
Payment System [CDPS]) (Kronick et al. 1995), its weights do not necessarily reflect the enrollment mix and coverage
parameters in a given U.S. state. Many programs carve out certain services, such as those associated with pregnancy
and childbirth or mental health services. That is, such carved-out services are not included in the capitation payment
for which the risk adjustment approach is being applied. In the event of carved-out services, any associated expense is
excluded from the development of the model weights to be implemented and can be financed through the use of
“kick” payments that cover these costs on a per-episode basis without subjecting them to risk adjustment (Winkelman
& Damler 2008).

3.3 Medicare Part D
Prior to the enactment of the Medicare Modernization Act of 2003, Medicare did not provide coverage for outpatient
prescription drugs. The Part D program closed that coverage gap by establishing outpatient drug coverage through
commercially provided prescription drug plans. These plans operate in a similar manner to Medicare Advantage plans,
with an annual open enrollment period during which beneficiaries can select a plan. Some Part D plans are integrated
within Medicare Advantage plans, while others are designed to stand alone. As in Medicare Advantage, a risk scoring
mechanism was introduced to normalize payment rates among plans that attract different levels of pharmacy expense
risk. The Part D HCC model (RxHCC) was developed on a similar conceptual basis as the CMS-HCC model, with medical
diagnoses (not pharmacy encounter data) mapping to up to 84 diagnostic condition categories (HCCs). Each HCC has an
associated weight that represents the incremental risk posed by the presence of that condition to a Part D plan. While
the RxHCC model explains an even smaller proportion of risk than the Medicare Advantage CMS-HCC model, the
mechanism plays an important role in reducing the risk of adverse selection for Part D market participants (Hsu et al.
2009).

3.4 Affordable Care Act (ACA)
Before 2014, the role of risk scoring within commercial health insurance was generally limited to the realm of clinical
informatics and studies concerning the health of the insured population. The introduction of rating reforms mandated
by the Affordable Care Act (ACA) has vaulted risk scoring to a central position in commercial health insurance. Prior to
the ACA’s reforms, in most states, health insurance premium rates were closely matched to the risk level of the insured
individual or small group through medical underwriting. Carriers used tools such as detailed medical questionnaires,
medical examinations and analysis of incurred claim levels to determine the appropriate rate for each new or renewing
individual or group.
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Under the ACA’s rules, carriers are now much more limited in the extent to which premiums can vary from one person
to the next. Premium variation in the individual and small group markets is permitted by only age, geographic region,
family composition and tobacco use status. Age rating is also limited to a ratio of 3:1 from the highest-rated age to the
lowest-rated age (natural claims experience typically suggests a much steeper curve). Notably absent from the list of
permissible rating factors are sex and individual health status. These mandated changes in the rating structure
introduced new subsidies into health insurance pricing: younger enrollees now subsidize older enrollees, male
enrollees subsidize female enrollees, and healthier enrollees subsidize sicker enrollees. While these rating reforms help
achieve one of the ACA’s stated goals of making health insurance more uniformly affordable, they open the door to a
much greater risk to the carriers of adverse risk selection. In other words, when rates could more closely match the risk
level of the insureds, carriers were able to charge appropriately higher premiums for higher risks. Under the ACA’s
rating reforms, a carrier insuring a high-risk individual would receive the same premium as for a lower risk individual,
provided that the individuals were the same age.
Along with these rating reforms, the ACA did establish three key programs designed to mitigate risk to carriers, known
as the “three Rs”: reinsurance, risk corridors and risk adjustment. The first two programs, reinsurance and risk
corridors, are temporary programs designed to help minimize risk and stabilize premiums over the first three years of
the rating reform implementation. The reinsurance program established a pool from which certain high-cost
individuals’ claims would be paid. This pool is funded through mandatory contributions from all health plans, even
those that do not participate in the reinsurance program. The risk corridor program provides aggregate stop-loss
protection to carriers by insuring a portion of the difference between the carrier’s actual cost level and an expected
target level.
While the reinsurance and risk corridor programs will be phased out by the 2017 plan year, the risk adjustment
program is a permanent—and critical—piece of the commercial health insurance landscape. Risk adjustment in the
commercial marketplace is designed to ensure that carriers attracting high-risk individuals will be able to compete on a
level basis with carriers that attract lower risk individuals. This allows for “the focus of plan competition to shift from
risk selection to quality, efficiency, and value” (Kautter et al. 2014b). There are two elements to the risk adjustment
program: first, risk scores are calculated for each enrolled individual to determine the relative risk of each carrier in a
risk pool; second, a financial transfer is determined based on a comparison of the average risk level across each risk
pool by state. Within each state, there are three distinct risk pools: individual, small group and catastrophic.
For the purposes of ACA risk adjustment, risk scores are calculated using a new risk scoring methodology developed by
CMS and called the HHS Hierarchical Condition Categories (HHS-HCC) model. This is distinct from the structurally
similar CMS-HCC model used to risk adjust payments within the Medicare Advantage program, discussed in Section 3.1.
The HHS-HCC model uses diagnoses and demographics to assign a risk score to each individual. Each individual’s
diagnoses are mapped to one of more than 100 condition categories. Additional logic is then applied to incorporate
hierarchies into the mappings to ensure that an individual is classified into only the highest qualified cost category
within a family of conditions. Interaction terms are also included to provide additional risk weight for individuals with
certain combinations of conditions.
Several unique features to the HHS-HCC approach were dictated by the structure of the post-ACA commercial
marketplace. First, the model is a concurrent risk scoring model, meaning that diagnoses in a year are used to predict
expenditures in that same year. This contrasts with Medicare’s CMS-HCC model, which is a prospective application. The
concurrent approach was chosen mostly due to concerns that data would not be available for the prior period for many
plan enrollees. Particularly in the early years after the implementation of the ACA, claims data for individuals in the
year prior to coverage were not expected to be generally available. Thus, if a prospective approach had been chosen,
the risk scores for the most-uncertain newly insured population would be based solely on demographics. Because
significant annual turnover in the insured market was anticipated, the problem of data unavailability is not limited to
the implementation period. A concurrent approach, because it is based on the claims experienced during the
adjustment year, allows for greater alignment between the risk posed by the enrolled population and the mechanism
used to mitigate that risk.
A second feature unique to the HHS-HCC model is the use of three distinct sets of model weights for three age groups:
infants (age 0 and 1), children (age 2–20) and adults (age 21 and over). The use of three age groups was done out of
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consideration for the very different risk profiles across these three subgroups, and across and within each of the
condition categories. For example, since a condition category may include a large number of diagnoses, the distribution
of the diagnoses within each category may be quite different for children versus an adult population. The separation of
these three demographic groups into different sets of risk weights permits a more precise attribution of the risk posed
by each.
Finally, the HHS-HCC model is designed to predict five different target variables. While most models are constructed to
predict either total allowed cost or total plan liability, the focus on risk adjusting the commercial marketplace
necessitated a more carefully measured approach. The HHS-HCC model produces risk scores for each of the five ACA
“metal levels”: platinum, gold, silver, bronze and catastrophic. Each of these metal levels represents a different level of
plan actuarial value or benefit richness to reflect the relative risk posed by an individual differs by metal level. This
difference can be illustrated by a comparison of the risk associated with a high-deductible plan versus a plan with first
dollar coinsurance. In the high-deductible plan, the actual risk remains at zero until the deductible is passed, then risk
increases quickly. In a first dollar coinsurance plan, the risk score will increase in a more linear fashion.
The risk scoring model feeds directly into the second key component of the ACA’s risk adjustment program, the risk
transfer formula. The transfer formula is the mechanism by which funds are transferred from carriers who have
attracted lower risk enrollees to those who have attracted higher risk enrollees. The transfer formula normalizes
premiums for the allowable rating factors and then compares each plan’s average risk-adjusted premium to its actual
premium. The difference between these two values represents the shortfall or excess that must be made up by the risk
adjustment transfer. Additionally, the transfer payments are ensured to net to zero across all plans in a market. On
June 30, 2015, HHS released a report detailing the preliminary risk adjustment transfer payments for each plan and
market. In total, 758 issuers participated in the first risk adjustment transfer program. Among individual plans, the
transfers totaled 10% of premiums. For more-uncertain and lower premium catastrophic plans, the transfers totaled
21% of premiums. The small group market, which saw fewer new entrants in 2014, transferred 6% of premium in the
first risk adjustment transfer.

3.5 Primary Care
As medical providers have moved toward assuming more financial risk for patient health care, risk scoring has assumed
an important role in that arena. As with general medical expenses, the need for primary care services varies greatly
from one individual to the next. Risk scoring can be important for comparisons across physicians, for evaluating
outcomes-based quality measurements, or for measuring a population over time. Most current risk scoring
methodologies are not particularly well-suited for specific assessment of primary care risk. First, most risk scoring
models estimate the risk of total health care expenses, not costs specific to one venue of care. The relative amount of
primary care needed is not directly correlated to total health care expenditures. A second complication is that much of
the burden of primary care services is associated with the evaluation of conditions that may not yet be attributable to a
specific diagnosis. This sort of risk does not correspond as closely to recorded diagnoses as the costs associated with
the eventual treatment of those conditions (Rosen et al. 2003).
One practical application of risk adjustment in primary care is found in the Medicare Shared Savings Program (MSSP).
The MSSP was established within the ACA as a program to encourage the development of Accountable Care
Organizations (ACOs) serving the Medicare beneficiary population. Through the MSSP, participating ACOs are given the
opportunity to receive a portion of any financial savings that are realized through the ACO’s care interventions. The
CMS-HCC (Medicare) risk scoring model is used to estimate a risk-neutral benchmark cost per person and the trend in
health risk over the baseline period. This trend is then applied to the performance year costs in an attempt to measure
the effects only of the ACO’s interventions and not of underlying drift in risk levels.

3.6 Summary of Available Models
The tables below, from Schone and Brown (2013), provide a brief summary of risk scoring models that are currently
used in the market. These tables summarize the manner in which each model uses diagnosis and treatment-based
(pharmacy and procedures) inputs, the covered populations for which the models are tailored, the data used to
develop the models, and a brief description of the modeling algorithm. An upcoming Society of Actuaries study will
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provide a more thorough discussion of these models and their performance, as well as some more recent entrants to
the market (Hileman & Steele 2016).
Table 1: From Table 1 in Risk Adjustment: What Is the Current State of the Art, and How Can It Be
Improved?
System

Diagnosis Role

Treatment Role

Population

Data Sources

Algorithm

Ambulatory
Care Groups
[ACGs]

ICD-9 diagnosis
codes used to
classify
beneficiaries

None

General

All claims for
services

Mutually exclusive
groupings of
diagnoses based on
clinical judgment and
resource implications

Chronic
Disability
Payment
System
[CDPS]

ICD-9 diagnosis
codes used to
classify
beneficiaries

None

Medicaid
population—adult
and child
versions. Severity
categories are
based on
resource use.

All claims for
services

Groupings of
diagnoses based on
clinical judgment and
resource
implications.
Beneficiaries may be
assigned to multiple
categories

DxCG DCGs

ICD-9 diagnosis
codes used to
classify
beneficiaries

None

General

Separate
inpatient and
all-source
versions

Categories are
defined on the basis
of clinically coherent
diagnosis groups,
hierarchically
combined into HCCs.
Individuals may have
multiple HCCs.

Impact Pro

ICD-9 diagnosis
codes used to
define episodes

Procedures
used to define
episodes

General

All claims for
services, drug
claims

Episodes defined on
the basis of
diagnosis, procedure
and drug data; each
member may have
episodes falling into
multiple categories

DxCG
RxGroups

Drug therapy
category
assignment may
include
diagnosis codes

Drug therapy
categories from
Rx claims used
to classify
beneficiaries

General

Prescription
drug claims,
may include
claims for
services

Drug therapy
categories can be
assigned to one or
more categories

Medicaid RX

Diagnostic
groups based
on information
from
prescriptions

Prescriptions
used to identify
diagnoses

Medicaid
population—adult
and child versions

Prescription
drug claims

Prescription drugs
mapped to medical
condition categories.
Cost predicted based
on medical condition
and age/gender
categories.
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Ingenix PRG

Diagnostic
groups based
on information
from
prescriptions

Prescriptions
used to identify
diagnoses

Large managed
care population,
calibrated by
enrollment period

Prescription
drug claims

Groupings of
prescription drugs
mapped to diagnostic
categories. Patient
may be assigned to
multiple categories.

Clinical Risk
Groups

ICD-9 diagnosis
codes

Included in
category
definition

General

Claims for
services, may
include
prescription
drugs

Mutually exclusive
categories based on
diagnostic and
procedural criteria

Ingenix ERG

ICD-9 diagnosis
codes and
procedure
codes used to
define episodes

Part of episode
definition

General

All claims for
services, drug
claims

All treatment
information used in
episode definition

Table 2: From Appendix III in Risk Adjustment: What Is the Current State of the Art, and How Can It Be
Improved?
Risk-Scoring
Application

Benefit Variability

Underwriting
Permitted

Choice of Plan

Role of Risk Scoring

Medicare
Advantage

Minimum, may
add at subsidized
price, HMO, PPO,
FFS permitted

No

Annual choice

Setting benchmark costs for
health plans in relation to
government option,
compensating plans for variation
in beneficiary selection due to
benefit design, regional variations

Medicare
Part D

Actuarially
equivalent,
regulated
formulary

No

Annual choice

Compensate plans for predictable
variations in drug expenditures

Medicaid

Minimum
required

Underwriting differs by
state, usually varies by
age and sex, set by
competitive bidding, or
regulated rates

Mandate, with
default
assignment,
annual choice

Compensate plans for variations
in expenditures not captured by
rating cells. Selection may occur
based on supplementary
benefits, geographic variation,
quality, network characteristics.

ACA
Exchange

Benefit tiers,
organization may
vary

Rate bands, by age

Mandate
enforced by tax

Equalize payments and costs
across plans. Compensate plans
for variation due to demographic
factors, selection.

(Schone & Brown 2013)
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Section 4: Overall Summary
Although the motivation for this paper is to provide an understanding of risk scoring in the Affordable Care Act, the use
of risk scoring has been used in other insurance programs as well as in assessing programs or outcomes. As health care
costs have continued to escalate over the past decades, tools that can be used to predict, explain or understand these
costs have become correspondingly more important. As shown, these tools are not solely used by actuaries and
underwriters, but have been widely used and understood by professionals throughout the health care system.
Due to this increased ubiquity of risk scoring, it is essential that practitioners understand the complex workings of these
models and the associated uncertainties and dangers. We have provided a foundation to lay out these details, with the
theoretical underpinnings of risk scoring and questions to ask when assessing different models, to users of risk scoring
models.
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